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Abstract: Childbearing and infant care practices have dramatically evolved since the 15th century.
Shifting away from traditional home-based experiences, with the emergence of the microbial aware
era and the hospital as a quintessential sanitizing machine, early life has now long been characterized
as a condition to be medically managed. Paradoxically, this ‘germ-free’ march towards a healthier
early life environment has opened the door to greater microbial susceptibility and dysbiosis. Many
studies have now established that infant exposure to excessive sanitation and hygiene regimens are
associated with an increased risk for and onset of childhood immune system diseases. In this paper,
we explore the ways in which biomedical-centered efforts to enhance early life have come at a cost to
planetary health, in relation to infant microbial succession. We examine three major areas of early
life that have been subject to the ‘ripple effect’ of hygiene and sanitation concerns—childbirth, home
environment, and breastfeeding.

Keywords: antibiotics; birth; breastfeeding; caesarean section; cleaning products; microbial
succession; planetary health; sanitation

1. Introduction

Traditional practices of childbearing and infant care have long been replaced by modern science
and medical technology in the western world today. While this transition to a biomedical model, where
birth is ‘medicalized’ such that it is perceived to be a condition that requires medical management [1],
has enhanced the probability of survival, it has also introduced much controversy. From a planetary
health perspective, whether the medicalization of early childhood is an environmentally sustainable
approach in which our present and future generation can flourish is a concern [2,3]. Research evidence
has demonstrated that biomedical-centered efforts to improve childbirth processes has come at the cost
of downstream adverse events, such as greater susceptibility to nosocomial infection [4] and increased
burden of immunological diseases [5]. Grounded on historical trends and recent research findings,
this paper highlights key areas in which early life has been medicalized in the context of planetary
health, i.e., infant microbial succession, which is important for development of the immune system
and affects the likelihood of developing childhood and adult diseases [6]. Specifically, we present an
argument which suggests the ‘ripple effect’ of hygiene and sanitation concerns (see Figure 1), which
have underpinned the medicalization of childbirth and early infant care practices over time.
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Figure 1. Ripple effect of the medicalization of childbirth and early infant care practices. 

2. The Modern Hospital 

The concept of the ‘modern’ hospital as an instrument for therapeutic intervention and healing 
of disease began in late 15th century Europe [7]. Evolving through movements in social and societal 
norms, key reformations to health care included the consolidation of diverse health centres in Spain 
to economize delivery of care, the medicalization of hospitals in England, and the emergence of the 
hospital as the quintessential sanitizing machine in the US.  

Microbes and their infection of humans have played a fundamental role in modern hospital 
practices. For instance, the theory and understanding of microbes led to the development of isolated 
pavilions to prevent transmission of hospital-acquired infections and the introduction of laboratories 
in hospitals. Disciplines of bacteriology and chemistry in the late 19th century further added to the 
reputation of the hospital as a site for infection control. Reaching beyond the surgical operating room, 
the battle against microbes became one of the earliest pillars of modern medicine and sought to 
pervade every single practice and specialty. Inevitably, birth practices and early childhood care were 
subjected to the transformational shifts associated with widespread medicalization and sanitization 
practices in this microbe aware era.  

3. Medicalization of Birth: Home to Hospital 

In almost all industrialized countries, birth in the modern hospital is deemed to be the safest and 
most comfortable place to give birth; however, before the 20th century, most women gave birth at 
home [8]. Surrounded by friends and family, and attended to by midwives and physicians, the home 
bed was viewed as a more desirable, comfortable, and safe birth setting. As the number of physicians 
specializing in obstetrics grew in the 20th century, home birth came under scrutiny. New knowledge 
about bacteriology and germ transmission also made home delivery difficult to manage from the 
infection control perspective. Despite these feelings of uneasiness about the cleanliness of home birth, 
ironically, it was maternal mortality from childbirth or ‘puerperal fever’ in the hospital that led to the 
discovery of the ‘germ theory’ [9]. Although microbes had already been discovered in 1674, little was 
known regarding their roles, especially in relation to infection. As such, it was not uncommon for 
physicians to perform autopsies and directly transition to delivering newborns without taking proper 
sanitation measures in between. However, such practices were no longer tolerated with the 
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2. The Modern Hospital

The concept of the ‘modern’ hospital as an instrument for therapeutic intervention and healing
of disease began in late 15th century Europe [7]. Evolving through movements in social and societal
norms, key reformations to health care included the consolidation of diverse health centres in Spain
to economize delivery of care, the medicalization of hospitals in England, and the emergence of the
hospital as the quintessential sanitizing machine in the US.

Microbes and their infection of humans have played a fundamental role in modern hospital
practices. For instance, the theory and understanding of microbes led to the development of isolated
pavilions to prevent transmission of hospital-acquired infections and the introduction of laboratories
in hospitals. Disciplines of bacteriology and chemistry in the late 19th century further added to the
reputation of the hospital as a site for infection control. Reaching beyond the surgical operating
room, the battle against microbes became one of the earliest pillars of modern medicine and sought to
pervade every single practice and specialty. Inevitably, birth practices and early childhood care were
subjected to the transformational shifts associated with widespread medicalization and sanitization
practices in this microbe aware era.

3. Medicalization of Birth: Home to Hospital

In almost all industrialized countries, birth in the modern hospital is deemed to be the safest
and most comfortable place to give birth; however, before the 20th century, most women gave birth
at home [8]. Surrounded by friends and family, and attended to by midwives and physicians, the
home bed was viewed as a more desirable, comfortable, and safe birth setting. As the number of
physicians specializing in obstetrics grew in the 20th century, home birth came under scrutiny. New
knowledge about bacteriology and germ transmission also made home delivery difficult to manage
from the infection control perspective. Despite these feelings of uneasiness about the cleanliness of
home birth, ironically, it was maternal mortality from childbirth or ‘puerperal fever’ in the hospital
that led to the discovery of the ‘germ theory’ [9]. Although microbes had already been discovered
in 1674, little was known regarding their roles, especially in relation to infection. As such, it was not
uncommon for physicians to perform autopsies and directly transition to delivering newborns without
taking proper sanitation measures in between. However, such practices were no longer tolerated with
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the establishment of hospital infection control in the 1900s. At this time, the desire and demand for
safe and controlled hospital births increased among both childbearing women and physicians. In the
US alone, the proportion of home births declined from more than 50% to only about 12% between 1930
to 1950 [8].

Today, despite the continued trend towards hospital births, an exception known as the ’Dutch
way of birth’ exists, where the home is still considered the proper place for birth, and midwives the
preferred caregivers. Compared to a mere 3% in other industrialized countries, in the Netherlands,
almost one-third of births occur at home. In fact, the Netherlands has the lowest caesarean and infant
mortality rates in the world, and evidence suggests that home births attended by midwives is as safe
as hospital births [10]. Further evidence has demonstrated that in industrialized countries, hospital
birth can be detrimental due to a relation with greater risk for unnecessary medical intervention [11].
As such, the medicalization of birth has been put into question, with studies now suggesting that the
safety paradox of institutionalized birth has introduced new areas of risk. One ethnographic study
of an obstetric hospital unit by Newnham et al. illustrated how women in labour are often pushed
through the system and propelled into interventions to keep up with the pace of the hospital rather
than being allowed to have a physiologic, naturally progressing birth [12].

4. Sanitization of Birth: Caesarean Delivery

A further development in the delivery of infants—caesarean section—has resulted in birth
becoming an even more sanitized situation. The first successful caesarean section was performed
by Mary Donally in the British Isles in 1738 [13]. By the twentieth century, medicalization of birth
resulted in a significant reduction in the number of newborn and maternal deaths during birth in
industrialized countries. Arguably, the most beneficial of interventions for birth have been the use
of soap to stop the spread of infectious diseases, infant heart rate monitoring, and the use of aseptic
protocols, including maternal antibiotic prophylaxis prior to caesarean section, and anesthesia. The
latter allowed for the widespread introduction of caesarean section delivery. Current standard practice
is for Canadian women who undergo caesarean section to receive antibiotic prophylaxis [14].

Over the past 150 years, caesarean rates have surged, doubling over the past decade to an alarming
global rate of 21.1% [15]. In some countries such as Brazil, 80 to 90% of babies are born by caesarean
in private hospitals, which, in comparison to public sector rates of 40 to 50%, introduces financial
incentives for hospitals, often persuading women to believe caesarean delivery is the safest option [15].
In North America, caesarean rates have reached up to 32% [16], with Canadian rates following close
behind at 28% [17]. Despite its often discussed medical and economic benefits, caesarean section is not
a risk-free endeavour. Both elective and emergency caesarean section have been found to increase the
risk of maternal morbidity and mortality, and fetal and neonatal morbidity when the recommended
rates set by WHO of 10 to 15% are exceeded [18]. Of concern, caesarean section rates are mainly driven
by repeat caesarean delivery, elective caesarean delivery, and caesarean delivery after failed induction,
of which medical indication is often absent [19]. In one Canadian city (Edmonton, AB), caesarean
section rates range by neighbourhood of residence, between 20 to 31% [20]. These rates are suggested
to fluctuate depending on hospital proximity.

Caesarean section has both auxiliary psychosocial and physical health consequences [21].
Maternal–infant bonding can be delayed in caesarean section birth, which can delay neurodevelopment
and impede breastfeeding. As a result, infants born by caesarean section are less likely to be breastfed
in the hospital, a known factor in supporting a healthy infant gut microbiome and reducing childhood
obesity [22]. Further, maternal postpartum depression appears to be increased by caesarean section, a
consequence which is often overlooked in prominent reviews on the topic [23].

Putatively, the greatest impact of caesarean birth is its effects on maternal–infant transmission
of the microbiome during birth. The revolution in human microbiome research has brought to
the forefront of health research both the immediate and long-term outcomes of the interruption
of physiologic, naturally progressing birth. Maternal intergenerational transmission is not unique
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to humans. Millions of years of evolution has perfected this inoculation of microbes at birth [24],
laying the foundation for microbial succession and stimulation of the infant immune system. Any
disturbances during this critical period pose threats to the vulnerable infant while altering the course
of development. Over the course of pregnancy, the mother’s vaginal and gut microbiome undergo
a cascade of specific changes ensuring the transmission of ancestral microbes [25]. Early pioneer
bacteria such as Enterobacteriaceae and lactic acid bacteria [26], which coincidently are increased during
pregnancy, are crucial during transmission at birth to allow initial and subsequent microbial succession
of beneficial bacteria. Most notably, in infants born by caesarean section is the depletion of Bacteroidetes
at three months [27], which is acquired from the maternal gut microbiota during delivery, and is the
result of this disrupted and delayed assembly of pioneer bacteria at birth. Modern day birth practices,
such as caesarean delivery, deprive infants of this natural system of maternal inheritance which has
undoubtedly coincided with increases in metabolic and immune disorders later in life [21,28].

5. Sanitization of Birth: Antibiotics during Vaginal Birth

Antibiotics are used as a standard of practice not only for caesarean births, but notably for vaginal
deliveries as well. Newborns may acquire group B Streptococcus (GBS) from their mother during
vaginal delivery, and although it is not very common, GBS infection may be seriously life-threatening
to neonates. To prevent this, it is the standard of care in most countries to provide intrapartum
antibiotic prophylaxis (IAP) to GBS-positive women [29]. Preventive measures with the use of IAP
started gaining momentum in the 1900s; however, disagreements as to which strategies should be
employed existed. By 1996, the first consensus guideline for IAP was established by joint efforts
from members of the American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP), American College of Obstetricians
and Gynaecologists (ACOG), and Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC). With this new
guideline, before 2000, almost all hospitals and obstetricians in North America had adopted and shared
similar practices for maternal IAP [30]. However, today, there is a global disparity in IAP guidelines.
In the United Kingdom and Netherlands, IAP administration is based on a progressive clinical risk
assessment procedure. In contrast, in North America, including Canada, women are routinely given
IAP if they are GBS positive [31,32]. As such, North American neonates are substantially more likely
to be exposed to antibiotics during vaginal delivery. Without IAP, the risk of acquiring GBS infection
in neonates is fairly small [32]. Yet, in most North American countries, most women are given these
antibiotics, which unnecessarily exposes both mother and child to antibiotic-induced gut dysbiosis
and antimicrobial resistance.

Infants are particularly susceptible soon after birth to changes in their microbiome. Maternal IAP
not only targets the GBS but also other beneficial bacteria, which thereby has the ability to affect initial
colonization of the newborn gut and natural succession of gut microbiota throughout infancy. It also
has the capacity to result in the emergence of antibiotic resistance genes. Azad et al. reported gut
dysbiosis following maternal IAP administration up to three months of infant age, with reductions in
Bacteroidaceae, as also seen following caesarean birth [33]. Similar evidence of infant gut dysbiosis post
IAP was reported by Nogacka and colleagues, as well as the enrichment of beta-lactamase resistant
genes [34]. In another study, differing succession of bacterial community was observed between
IAP exposed and control full-term infants [35]. In fact, women who are to receive IAP are indicated
to have at-risk pregnancies and more likely to undergo a series of interventions such as increased
hospitalization [36].

6. Sanitization in the Home after Childbirth

Sanitization can extend from the hospital to the home environment after childbirth. Since home
hygiene and housework go hand in hand, the degree of sanitization often reflects pre-birth practices
of parents. As evident in household production studies and discourse analyses of advertisements
aimed at women in industrialized countries [37,38], housework and use of cleaning products has
declined steadily in industrialized countries since the 1950s. In the 1950s, portrayal of the ‘domestic
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mother’ frequently placed her in the kitchen or living room holding a cleaning product [37]. Cleaning
products were somewhat less frequently advertised in the 1970s at a time when packaged food
products were promoted for the ‘efficient mother’. They were shelved in the 1980s in adverts of
child products targeting the ‘nurturing mother’ but made a resurgence in the 1990’s in adverts of the
‘expertise-guided’ mother.

In current times, many parents in industrialized countries understand that a newborn’s immune
system is immature, are concerned about the impact of household ‘germs’ on the infant’s immune
system, and will increase their efforts to hand wash with soap after diaper changes and to regularly
use antibacterial cleaning products to prevent the transfer of germs. These beliefs have been nicely
captured in the qualitative component of the Curtis et al. multi-method study [39]. This UK study
conducted in the early 2000s also revealed that the birth of a child may motivate mothers to use
antibacterial agents for the first time. In contrast, it has been documented that mothers in some
non-industrialized countries do not regard child excreta as dangerous [40]. Diaper changes mainly
took place in the living room in the UK study, a common gathering place for children and parents
in the US as well, and the likely focus of cleaning for outwards appearances [39,41]. Indeed, using
excretion of the polio vaccine virus as a clever marker to trace household deposition of infant feces,
Curtis et al. found evidence of fecal contamination in 12% of living room samples [39].

Medical opinion has been gaining influence since the 1980s in the use of many childhood
products [37]. With the rising rates of preterm birth, parents are increasingly at the receiving end of
hospital practices and recommendations to create a sanitary home environment post-birth [42]. It is
noteworthy that in the CHILD birth cohort study, household disinfectants were used more frequently
after the delivery of an infant by caesarean section than by vaginal birth [43]. Hand sanitizers, which
made their appearance in hospitals first [44], make this portable hygiene method convenient for families
as they spend more time on recreational activities [38]. They are now recommended in the WHO
Multi-modal Hand Hygiene Improvement Strategy [44]. Coupled with common general knowledge
about bacteria and concern over infection in young infants [39], evidence is already emerging that
widespread availability of inexpensive and easy-to-use multi-surface cleaners and hand sanitizers can
alter infant gut microbiota and increase risk for non-communicable disease [43].

7. Sanitization of Breastfeeding in Canada

Breastfeeding practices are shaped by several multifaceted factors, from socioeconomic and health
related influences to societal expectations. Consequently, the understanding of current breastfeeding
practices takes a multi-disciplinary approach that must consider both biological and sociological
determinants. Recommendations surrounding infant feeding have gone back and forth between
formula use and breastfeeding over the years, thus complicating the situation further [45]. Before the
1890s, the use of formula was discouraged because of an apparent association with infant mortality.
Ultimately, this association was caused by improper storage, thus spoilage of the bottled milk. Shortly
after, a greater understanding and study of microbes led to the development of germ theory, creating
radical changes in cleanliness and pasteurization, making formula appear to be the superior method of
infant feeding. Most recently in the 2000s, when the field of microbiology was further revolutionized
with the discovery of the microbiome and its importance in many health outcomes, there has been a
re-evaluation of the importance of breastfeeding. This evolution in practice coincides with modern
culture in Canada and most other countries, where medical norms such as caesarean section delivery
and hospitalization makes early breastfeeding more challenging for new mothers. In fact, when
modern day women are asked to express their perceptions of breastfeeding, their response has largely
been one of confusion and misinformation, especially for those of lower socioeconomic status [46].
These women may lack support and education surrounding breastfeeding, feel pressured to breastfeed
but are unable to due to exhaustion (i.e., after a caesarean section surgery, work, or colicky behaviour),
feel their milk is inadequate due to diet and habits (i.e., smoking), feel burdened by the stigma around
breastfeeding in public, and face difficulties learning to breastfeed while in hospital. Efforts to raise
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an awareness about the current breastfeeding guidelines and to ensure that all women are educated,
empowered, and supported to breastfeed are needed.

Early infant feeding practices have profound impacts on the gut microbiome of infants. Breast
milk is exceptionally complex in that it contains particular nutrients such as milk sugars that are
of utmost importance in the development of the infant gut microbiome. In addition to promoting
skin-to-skin contact between the mother and the infant, breastfeeding encourages key bacteria to
thrive as a result of specific breast milk components (i.e., cells, proteins, enzymes, and antibodies).
As such, the gut microbial profiles of breastfed and formula-fed infants are undoubtedly unique [47].
Formula feeding, partial breastfeeding, and donor milk feeding have not demonstrated the same
benefits in terms of the maturation of the gut microbiota as has breastfeeding. While one might
consider formula feeding a more ‘sanitary’ practice, the hygiene hypothesis suggests that these feeding
practices may hinder immune maturation in infants with lack of early microbial exposure [48]. Thus, it
is not surprising that many of the beneficial health outcomes attributed to breastfeeding are now also
associated with early microbial seeding, both from the bacteria directly within breast milk and also the
select groups of bacteria that thrive on this natural and nutritious food source [49].

Early introduction and maintenance of breastfeeding until at least six months are now the central
components in current guidelines for mothers and their newborns [50]. Still yet, despite this resurgence
in appreciation for breastfeeding, factors such as medical interventions, modernization of birth and
short maternity leaves can discourage families from adhering to breastfeeding guidelines. Rather,
families may opt for shorter breastfeeding periods and supplementation with formula. Further, tube
feeding rates are on the rise, even though there are contentions of its ability to provide proper nutrition
and its downstream effects on chronic disease [51]. Tube feeding may also prevent skin-to-skin contact,
the lack of which has been widely understood to inhibit proper neurodevelopment and maternal
attachment. While this is without a doubt a barrier to optimal infant health and development, some
research suggests that it may even be beneficial for families to choose partial breastfeeding with
addition of complementary foods for up to two years. The arguments for the beneficial effects of
prolonged breastfeeding are largely a result of the current microbiome-related research, particularly in
relation to atopic disease [48].

8. The Clean Road Ahead?

The medicalization and sanitization of birth and early infant care is considered the norm in
much of the developed world. However, using the Netherlands as an example, small pockets still
exist where an effort to reduce the amount of medical intervention in birth has been made. Given
the evidence on higher maternal satisfaction with childbirth for planned home births compared to
hospital births, such resistive efforts hold reasonable ground [52]. In fact, with recent discoveries
demonstrating the integral role of maternal–infant transmission at birth in the ecological succession
of infant microbes, modern day birth practices are becoming increasingly scrutinized. For instance,
due to potential microbiome-related adverse effects [33,53] and subsequent long-term consequences
of childhood atopic dermatitis and asthma [54,55], efforts to minimize antibiotic use in early life are
now growing. In regards to maternal breastfeeding, while the decision to formula feed or breastfeed
remains with the mother, clinicians now have the responsibility to promote infant care practices which
may not necessarily align with the popularized biomedical model. Whilst on this march towards
creating a ‘germ-free’ early life environment, we have come full circle to understanding its cost to
planetary health.
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